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John Calvin was a prominent French theologian, pastor, and reformer
during the Protestant Reformation. His ideas had a profound impact on the
development of Protestantism, and his writings continue to be influential
today.

Calvin was born in Noyon, France, in 1509. He studied law at the University
of Paris, but later turned to theology. In 1533, he experienced a religious
conversion and became a Protestant. He fled France in 1534 due to
persecution and settled in Geneva, Switzerland.

In Geneva, Calvin became a leader of the Protestant Reformation. He
wrote the Institutes of the Christian Religion, which became a foundational
text of Protestantism. He also helped to establish the Genevan Academy,
which became a center of Protestant learning.
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Calvin's theology emphasized the sovereignty of God, the depravity of
humankind, and the importance of faith in Jesus Christ. He believed that
God had predestined some people to salvation and others to damnation.
He also believed that Christians should live a life of piety and discipline.

Calvin's ideas had a significant impact on the development of
Protestantism. He helped to shape the doctrines of many Protestant
denominations, including the Presbyterian, Reformed, and
Congregationalist churches.

Calvin's influence extended beyond theology. His ideas also had a
significant impact on literature, art, and music. Dylan Thomas was a Welsh
poet who was influenced by Calvinism. Thomas's poetry often reflects the
themes of Calvinist theology, such as the sovereignty of God, the depravity
of humankind, and the importance of faith.

Here is an example of a poem by Dylan Thomas that reflects the influence
of Calvinism:

Do not go gentle into that good night, Old age should burn and rave at c

This poem reflects the Calvinist belief that humans are sinful and that they
must struggle against the temptation to give in to despair. The poem also
reflects the Calvinist belief that God is sovereign and that his will is
ultimately good.

John Calvin was a significant figure in the Protestant Reformation. His
ideas had a profound impact on the development of Protestantism, and his
influence continues to be felt today. He was a great theologian, but he was



also a great writer and thinker. His ideas continue to inspire and challenge
people today.
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